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U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION III

Reperts No. 50-315/84-18(DRP);50-316/84-20(DRP)

Docket Nos. 50-315; 50-316 Licenses No. DPR-58; DPR-74

Licensee: American Electric Power Service Corporation
Indiana and Michigan Electric Company
1 Riverside Plaza
Columbus, OH 43216

Facility Name: Donald C. Cook Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2

Inspection At: Donald C. Cook Site, Bridgman, MI

Enforcement Conference At: Region 111 Office
Glen Ellyn, IL
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Inspection and Enforcement Conference Sunnary

Inssection o June 21, 1984 througn August 30, 1984 (Reports No. 50-315/84-18
_(DR)) 50-316/84-20(DRPl)
Areas Ins)ected: Spec <al inspection of the circumstances surrounding three
events; tie discovery of both trains of the Engineered Safety Features Equipment
Ventilation Exhaust System being inoperable; the discovery of both Motor Driven
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" Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps being inoperable; the discovery of'the Turbine Driven
Auxiliary Feedwater Pump not being~1n a-standby condition ready to deliver

_

: water to the steam generators on demand. The inspection involved.22. inspector--
hours by 5 NRC. inspectors.-

::Results:: .Three items of noncompliance'were identified (both' trains of ESFAS-
Ventilation: System inoperable; both= Motor Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps
inoperable; Turbine Driven Auxiliary-Feedwater Pump inoperable)....e , ,
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. DETAILS

l. LPersons Contacted-.
.- ,

"

a'. ~ Inspection June =21, 1984 through August 30. 1984
.

W. G. Smith, Jr.,- Plant Manager:
K. R. Baker,~ Operations LSuperintendent .
'J. G. Feinstein, Manager, Nuclear Safety and Licensing.

_

C. . E. Murphy,' Operations Production ' Supervisor
.

T. .R. Stephens, Operations Performance Senior Engineer
-_A.-A. Blind, Technical. Engineering Superintendent

^,

'J. A. Kobyra, AEPSC, Project Mechanical Engineer
'T..-Satzan Sharma, AEPSC, Safety / Licensing <

P. A. Barrett, AEPSC, Nuclear Safety and Licensing _

The inspectors' also interviewed other licensee. employees, including
_

members of the technical, operations, maintenance, C&I, and corporate _ *

staff.

b. Enforcement Conference September 7, 1984-AEPSC Personnel

J. E. Dolan,' Vice' Chainnan, Engineering & Construction
~

M. P. Alexich, Vice President, Nuclear Operations
W. G. Smith, Jr., Plant Manager
R. F. Kroeger, Manager of Quality Assurance
'J. G. Feinstein, Manager, Nuclear Safety and Licensing
P. A. Barrett, Senior Licensing Engineer-
K. R. Baker, Operations Superintendent ..

B. A. Svensson, Assistant Plant Manager
R. L. Strasser, Senior Training Instructor-
B. H.'Bennett, Assistant Manager, Nuclear Operations
J. F. Stietzel, Quality Control Superintendent

Other members of the corporate and plant staff were also present.

U.S. NRC Personnel

J. G. Keppler, Regional Administrator
C. E. Norelius, Director, Division of Reactor Projects
B. A. Berson, Regional Counsel
W. D. Shafer, Chief, Projects Branch 2-
W.-H. Schultz, Enforcement Coordinator
J. I. McMillen, Chief, Operator Licensing Section-
G. C. Wright, Chief, Projects Section 2A i

J. F. Suermann, Inspection Project Manager, Section 2A '

E. R. Swanson, Senior Resident Inspector
J. K. Heller, Resident Inspector
R. J. Leemon, Resident Inspector
P. R. Wohld, Reactor Inspector-
P. L. Eng, Reactor Inspector

_

.0ther members of~the regional staff were also present.
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'N2.- ' Engineered' Safety Features' Equipment Ventilation Exhaust Inoperable: '

s , -

La., Background'

-
2

~

The,Enginear Safety |Feaisure..(ESF) ventilation exhaust; system protects,
~

,

essential; pumps from overheating during normal .and emergency opera-
_ tion. and; ensures that radioactive: airborne contamination leaking

- ? from safeguards equipment'locatedLin the pump rooms following a LOCA-
. are filtered prior to reaching the, environment. There are two.100%-

" : capacity ESF; ventilation trains installed in Unit 1 with each train
ccnsisting of an air handling unit and fan.' The air handling. unit.-

' consists of:three filters: a roll type; an absolute particulate type,
and.a: charcoal _ type. Each ventilation train will? automatically ~ start'

if any of tha components'in its associated'ESF trains are started.''
t

Technical Specification 3.7.6.'1 requires' operability of.both' trains.
'in Mode .1,' 2,13,' and 4 but allows inoperability of one train for
seven days. When.both' train's are inoperable Technical Specification-
3.0.3 requires the plant to initiate action within-~one-hour to be

cin Mode 3:in six hours, Mode 4 within the next.six hours, and Mode ~5
in.the next. twenty-four hours,

b.- Event

Both~ trains of the ESF ventilation system were inoperable from 1941
hours on' June 20, 1984 to 0737 hours on June 21, 1984.'. Since the
plant. entered Specification 3.0.3 in Mode 3 and Mode 4 was not
achieved in six hours, the Technical Specification was violated.
Listed below is a chronology of the events that led to the above
situation.

The plant tripped on June 17, 1984 due to failure of a Control.

Room Instrument Distribution (CRID) power supply. The plant
remained in Mode 3 while the repairs were made.

The' licensee changed.the roll filter for air handling unit 1.

and noted that a bracket, internal to the air handling unit,
would renuire a weld repair. To facilitate repair, portions of
the charcoal filter were removed.

.

After repair, an operability test (**12 THP 4030 STP.288) was.

performed as required by Technical-Specification 4.7.6.1.b.1.

STP.228 prohibits operation of the train that is not being..

tested due to air flow interference. The personnel performing,

the test apparently interpreted this to mean, "take the control
~

switch to off", which inhibits the automatic start features.

| At 1941 hours on June 20, 1984 both trains were inoperable - one.

[ with the control switch in off and the other inoperable pending
y satisfactory completion of the test.
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STP.228 was completed but the results were inconclusive needings.:,

additional review. During the review the train being tested was-
-left running and the other! unit was left inf the:off position.'

, . - At 0725 hours on June 21, 1984 an operator noted that fan'No.'2-

control switch was off at which time he questioned the validity,

. of the lineup.

At 0737 hours on June 21,'the operator--returned 1 HV-AES-2.

to service by placing the control. switch to auto.-

At 0820: hours on June 21, 1984 the Operations Superintendent.. ,

notified the NRC per 10 CFR 50.72.

An additional retest was performed on Juns 22, 1984 and the air.

handling unit was declared operable at 1145 hours.

The plant was made critical at 1423 hours on June 22..

~

c. Followup and Evaluation of Safety Significance

Evaluation of this event showed that the safety significance was minor,

since the fan which was not demonstrated operable was later found to
-

be operable, and it was also operating during the period the other fan
was switched off. An operator could have turned on the second-fan-

t- if needed,-but at the time of the event the Emergency Procedures did
-

not require that the operator verify the fan start. This change was
'

implemented September 18, 1984. The significance of this event is
that it revealed a lack of control'over safety system components by-
the licensee which resulted in redundant trains being inoperable.
The antecedents to this event include:

(1) STP.228 was itself written after violations of surveillance<

; requirements were identified in April of 1982. Previously air'

flow was not measured after the prefilter was changed resulting
in air flow greater than allowed (LERs 315/82-21/036-0;
316/82-34/036-0).:

(2) STP.228 was inadequate for conducting the test. No initial
conditions were specified, the applicable Limiting Conditions
for Operation (LCO) were not referenced (only the. surveillance'

requirement was referenced), no precautions were included, and
the-procedure was not specific as to how the performer should
" Verify that the AES fan being tested is the only one operating

"
... .

(3) Operators in the control room during performance of the test did
not recognize the violation of Technical Specifications created
by placing the only known operable fan in the off position.
Subsequent shift turnover and panel walkdowns at 2330 on June 20,
1984 also failed to detect the mispositioned switch. -
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N /(4) ) Interviews with Performance = Engineers performing testing.showed
.~ that theyLgenerally feel _no responsibility for compliance with. 1-

the LCO, only_for the conduct of the' test.' This may have-
*

y contributed to the' procedure'not referencing the LC0 or
= ensuring compliance.:

(3. - Motor Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps Inoperable:-

'#
1a. ; Background Information

,

;D. 'C.' Cook' Technical Specification- Limiting Con'dition. for~ Operation :
~3.7.1.2 requires three lndependent; steam generator auxiliary feedwater.
pumps'and' associated flow paths'to'be OPERABLE'IN Modes 1,.2 and:3.-
Operability.of.this! system ensures that the. Reactor _Ccolant= System
can be cooled down from normal conditions to'less than 350 F'so that
cooling.by the Residual Heat Removal: System can commence. |Each of-
two electric driven pumps is capable of. delivering 450 gpm total flow ,

s

at a pressure of'1065'psigito the' steam' generators. .The turbine:
driven pump-is capable'of delivering 900 gpm at the same pressure.

Technical Specification 3.3.2.1, Engineered Safety Features Actuation
. System Instrumentation, Table 3.3-3 Item 6 requires'the following
actuation signals to be operable: Steam Generator Water Level Low-Low,' . '

'4ky Bus Loss of Voltage (blackout),-Safety Injection, Loss of Main
Feedwater. Pumps.

b. Event
.

During a tour of the Unit 1 control room at approximately 0800 hours
on August 8,1984 the inspector found the plant in Mode 3 starting up.

'

from a short surveillance / maintenance' outage (1050 psig and 400*F).

with -the control switches for both Motor Driven Auxiliary Feedwater
; Pumps' (MDAFP) in an unmarked position. When questioned, the control
3: room operators stated that the "after trip" or. " neutral" position
; ' prevented automatic starting of the MDAFP when the turbine driven-
; main.feedwater pumps are not running.- Steam generator makeup water
F was being supplied by the MDAFP. The MDAFPs were operated as needed

to obtain the desired level and then the control switches were^ ;
placed1 1n neutral. The Plant Heatup Procedure **1-OHP~4021.001.001''

Mode 4 to Mode 3 Equipment Check Sheet 5.4 Step 3 requires verifica- i
: tion that' the control switches are "...in auto or pump running." No

further guidance is provided to the operator on switch position.,

|' Mode 3 was entered at 0623: hours on August 8 and the pumps were
stopped at 0640 (East) and 0658 (West) hours. The MDAFP automatically
starts on: Low-low level in' any steam generator; safety injection;
loss of both main feedwater pumps and blackout signal. Since the

~

'

neutral position prevented automatic operation of.the.MDAFP due to
loss of the main ~feedwater pumps, the inspector inquired if any.
other signal was-defeated. This inouiry was made to the acting

!= . operation superintendent at 0930 hours. At 1145 hours the "E".MDAFP
. .was started and the "W" MDAFP was started at 1154 hours to maintain
|

.

1

-steam generator level. At approximately 1400 hours the acting

. - 4
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' operation superintendent 1n' formed the. inspector-th'at
~

(position also' defeated the auto-start: signal for--Iow;the neutral
-

1 low 3 steam. ;

t generator water level. LTechnical Specification Table 3.3-3 Item.^

16_ requirestall= four-(4);of: theiabove auto-start signals to be
- :op_erable,in Modef3.

. .

c. Licensee Followup of the Event-

:Following the discussion;concerning= operability of the MDAFP with.
~

:the' switch positions-existing at.0930 on' August 8, 1984, Operations:
management checked out the logic diagrams:for the-switches and
after some time decided that Technical; Specifications must be
. satisfied with respect to the -~ steam' generator.' water level low-low
automatic start signal. ' At this time;the pumps were;already running -
in automatic (after:1200' hours as water,was needed in the steam
. generators)-and the' licensee decided:to' allow the: auxiliary feed-
water (AFW);pumpsito be stopped by. removing D.C. control power from
.one'of the main; feed pumps.o This. action defeated.the AFW pumps
auto-start ~ feature-on loss of both main. feed. pumps. 'At 1400 hours
when they~ explained what-conclusion they had reachediand actions-
they had-taken,it was-pointed out by the inspector that the auto
start feature on loss of both main. feed pumps wac also required by
the Technical: Specifications in Mode 3. The. licensee subsequentlyi
restored the operability cf the start feature and notified all
operators'of the_ requirements for Auxiliary. Feed Pump operability
in Mode.3_- specifically that the control cwitch should be in AUTO '

'
or RUN at all times. The licensee is subsequentlyiplanning to
pursue a design change which would allow stopping tha' pumps when not
required for feeding while maintaining operability of the start
features, or a change to the Technical _ Specifications,'or both. A
Condition Report was written to document the investigation into and
corrective actions for this event. Licensee Event Report 315/84-16 '

was issued September 6,1984 documenting the event and comitting
to provide a supplement-describing corrective actions.

d. NRC Followup

After the inspector notified the licensee of the concern for oper-
ability of the auto-start features at 0930 on August 8, 1984, the
licensee confidently responded that the start features were operable

,

in all switch positions except Pull-to-Lock and Trip (spring returns
out of this position), but that they would check' plant logic drawings
to be positive.-' Based on the assurances of two licensed and experi-,

1. enced Senior Reactor Operators no further investigation was conducted :
L until later in the day. Interviews with operators indicated that '

L the: practice of stopping the MDAFP in the manner described above was
i based on two considerations. First, running the pump on recircula-
i - tion heats up the condensate storage tank which is not considered
L advantageous from a pump performance standpoint. Second,'the feed

control valves had a history of leaking, and, at low steam generator,

pressures (just after entering Mode 3) when no water was needed, the,_

L steam generators would continue to fill. . These concerns had never
~

L
:
I

L
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received adequate attention by management and required operation of
the AFW system in a manner that some operators knew was not in
literal compliance ~with the Technical Specifications.

An additional Technical Specification problem noted by the inspector,

was the misconception on the part of several licensed operators that
the.ESFAS instrumentation operability requirements were considered
separate and distinct'from the pump operability requirements in
determining compliance with the Technical Specifications. The
operators erroneously thought that the Technical Specification were-
met so long as the auto-start features for-a pump could be considered
operable, even though the feature had been defeated,

e. Safety Significance Assessment
,

The MDAFPs were capable of auto-start on a safety injection signal
or a loss of voltage to the 4ky Bus. Low-low steam ger.erator end
loss of Main Feedwater Pumps start signals were defeated. On entering
Mode 3 the two MDAFP were operable and steam generators were approx-
imately 60% full. For plant conditions existing low in Mode 3
(temperature slightly above 350 F) there was little safety signifi-
cance in defeating two of the start signals. The licensee, however,
failed to recognize the violation (which continued to exist through
a shift turnover of operators) and continued to heat up the primary
system, thus increasing the significance of the violation.-

The licensee's corrective action in restoring.the switches to their
proper positions was neither prompt, nor did their initial attempts
at corrective action achieve compliance with the Technical Specifi-
cations.

4. Turbine Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Inoperable*

a. Background Information

D. C. Cook Technical Specification 3.7.1.2 for both Units 1 and 2
require one feedwater pump capable of being powered from an operable
steam supply system to be operable in Modes 1, 2, and 3. Technical
Specification 3.3.2.1 requires Engineered Safety Feature Actuation-
System instrumentation to be operable with response times as speci-

| fied in Table 3.3-5 of the Technical Specifications. The table
specifies that the response time for the Turbine Driven Auxiliary
Feedwater Pump (TDAFP) be less than or equal to sixty seconds.
Rated operating conditions for the TDAFP are 4350 rpm with a 900 gpm
flow rate and discharge pressure of 1184 psig. Therefore, upon
receipt of an automatic start signal, the TDAFP must be capable of
reaching the above stated rated operating conditions in less than or

L equal to 60 seconds.

8
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-b.. Event

During observation cf 1-0HP-4030.STP.071 " Auxiliary Feedwater. Pump
Surveillance Test" on August 8, 1984, it was noted that on starting
the.TDAFP the discharge pressure.came up to approximately 900 psig --
which was . insufficient to inject water after a reactor trip (over-

~

1,000 psig required). After completion of the test (which was satis-
factory), it was noted.that the turbine governor valve was positioned
at 50% open according to the procedure. Subsequent testing, suggested
by the inspector, confirmed that at the 50% valve position the re-
quired pump discharge pressure and flow would not have been achieved
on an auto-start, but only after operator intervention. Following

'

additional testing of the Unit 2 TDAFP on August 10, 1984 and Unit 1
.TDAFP on August 11, 1984 the licensee set the governor valves at 90%
open and 85% open respectively.

c. Licensee Followup of Event

Following the NRC interim exit meeting on August 10, 1984 the licensee
performed testing which validated the inspectors' concerns. As
corrective actions the governor valve positions were increased to
85% (Unit 1) and 90% (Unit 2) open to allow the TDAFP to auto-start
and come up to rated speed. The licensee initiated an investigation
into the basis of the 50% governor setting. It was found that a
procedure revision dated August 8, 1978 instructed operators to set
the speed of the turbine to obtain a discharge pressure _approximately
50 psig higher than main feed pump discharge pressure. .This setting
roughly corresponds to the 50% governor setting. No reason was doc-
umented for the change.

On August 17, 1984 the inspector expressed concern over possible
turbine overspeed trip or low suction pressure trip. On August 18,
1984 the licensee tested the TDAFP with the 85% and 90% governor
settings and detennined that operation was satisfactory. Analysis
of testing on August 10, 11 and 18, 1984 was performed by the
AEPSC/ Columbus office and determined that the pumps were operable
in the condition existing after the August 10 and 11,1984 tests,
but that prior to that time it did not appear that the pumps would
have delivered 410 gpm at 1085 psig (lowest safety setpoint on
steam generator) with no operator action. At 1336 hours on
August 18, the NRC was notified of this preliminary determination
via the ENS telephone network.

The licensee performed a safety evaluation of the situation and
attached it to Licensee Event Report 315/84-19, submitted on
September 17, 1984 (attached). In the evaluation, the licensee
concluded that with limited operator action, the reduction in TDAFP
flow did not adversely impact public health and safety.

|

,
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.d._ -Safety Significance Assessment-
~

The condition of the governor valv'e position has apparently existed
since August of 1978. _ Licensee procedures also exist which speci-
fically require the' operator to verify flow to the steam generators

~

following an Emergency Core Cooling System actuation'(OHP 4023.001.
002'" Emergency Procedure Immediate Actions and Diagnostics").

;0perators routinely adjust Auxiliary Feedwater' flow following a-

. reactor trip to minimize plant cooldown. Based on these factors
-

and thetiicensee's safety evaluation, the inspector concluded that
although auxiliary feedwater capability was degraded, the safety.
' function would have been preserved through reasonable operator
action.

5. Enforcement Conference

On-September 7, 1984, an Enforcement Conference.was held at the NRC . -
regional office to discuss the three situations _of inoperable safeguards
equipment (MDAFP, TDAFP, ESF FANS). Licensee representatives in atten-
dance are denoted in Paragraph 1. The NRC outlined the three events which
indicated a lack of knowledge and understanding by site personnel in the
areas of Technical Specifications and operability requirements. Operator
knowledge of operating requirements for safety systems and recent Operator
Requalification Exam results were also discussed.

The licensee responded to each issue as summarized below: The ESF fan
inoperability for a period of about 12 hours is viewed as being only
administratively inoperable, not functionally inoperable. It was also
mentioned that safety analysis criteria would allow operator restart 10
minutes after a demand signal. [The Normal Operating Procedure for the
ESF Ventilation System describes the auto-start function, but there is no
reason to believe that an operator would use that procedure during an
event. The Phase A Containment Isolation Abnormal Operating Procedure
did not require verification of fan start.)

,

The MDAFP inoperability is considered to be of relatively small signi-
ficance since the Standard Technical Specifications allow the automatic
start on-loss of main feed pumps to be defeated. Also, the operators
were controlling steam generator levels manually and would be expected
to start the pumps before the low-low level alarm was reached.

,

The TDAFP governor setting at 50% was analyzed for the accidents where
credit was taken for the pump in mitigating the consequences of the
accident. Both cooldown and heatup transients were analyzed as previously
discussed in Paragraph 4.C above.

Concerning Operator Requalification Training, the licensee provided
statistics of overall exam results which supported their conclusion that!

there is no need to make major changes in the requalification programs.
2

L Corrective actions related to prevention of the events of concern which
j were not previously discussed in paragraph 4 were also discussed.
i

10
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Engineering review of' procedures to assure' Technical Specification.

compliance with priority placed on containment integrity, Auxiliary
, Feedwater; and ECC' Systems. Approximately 50 target procedures are

to be reviewed in two months.

Independent' corporate review of plant operations to ensure adherence.

to procedures-and consistency of procedures.in implementing the
Technical Specifications. Program is to include personnel from the
corporate Nuclear Safety and Licensing and Nuclear Fuel Management-
staffs functioning as the licensee's own_ resident inspectors.
Dedicated assignments to verify the basis and reason for each step
of a procedure will be made.

Additional ~ training is to be provided to Shift Technical Advisors.

as to the basis of safety analysis. Part of this training will
include individuals being detailed to work in the Nuclear Safety-and
Licensing group for cross-training.

Technical Specifications to be reviewed and revised to allow ~ literal.

compliance with them.

Operator training on the practical aspects of system design and.

relationship to the Technical Specifications.

At the conclusion of the conference, the licensee agreed that the events
fit the Category III description of the Enforcement Policy. The NRC asked
to be provided additional details of their corrective actions.

, ,
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While performing an audit of the Donald C. Cook Nuclear Plant In-Service
- Testing (IST) Program, the NBC questioned the ability of the Turbine Driven j
Auxiliary Feedwater Pump (TDAFP) to fulfill its design functions with the f,

associated governor valve set to 505. This letter provides the AEPSC Nuclear [
'

-,

Safety & Licensing Section's (NS&L's) review findings with regarti to this ,1.

issue. ' '

As explained herein, the effective reduction in TDAFP flow is tielieved -to -
. be enveloped by the D. C. Cook Plant licensing basis -safety analyses for three L'
! postulated events, i.e. , steam line break, loss of normal feedwater, -and .

'e
station blackout. Additionally, although the reduced' TDAFP flow is not -

i enveloped by the D. C. Cook Plant main feedwater line break licensing basis . ' . -
; safety analysis, it is believed that with limited operator actions the response

;

of the D. C. Cook Plant during this postulated event would be bounded by the
.. j.

Tennessee Valley Authority's (TVA's) Sequoyah Nuclear Plant Final Safety '' ' c.:.
.-

Analysis Report (FSAR). Based on these findings it is believed that setting
the governor valve to 505, with the attendant reduction in deliverable flow -

from the TDAFP to the steam generators, did not adversely impact public health'";
.

and safety,
i

,
'

:;
,,

The details of the review findings followi ~ _
- . -

; .

, , ,

.n :

Steam Line Break ~b ';

f;
;

f|
.

The break of a steam line results in a sharp reduction in steam generator ^ -

'

steam inventory. The secondary side pressure decrease which accompanies this < . :.
, }loss of inventory gives rise to an energy demand which in turn reduoos Reactor ".' 4

Coolant System (RCS) temperature and pressure. With'a negative moderator
7 . j

temperature coefficient, the reduction in RCS temperature and pressure causes a ,- . y.
reactivity insertion which could lead to criticality and core damage under. '

! i,, ,
pessimistic circumstances. ',

1
.

).,
,

Steam line break analyses for the D. C. Cook Plant Unit 1 are presented in 7 ~ 8
. ,'

Section 14.2.5 and Appendix C to Chapter 14 of the Updated FSAR; similar
, . . . , f

} analyses for Unit 2 are presented in Section 14.2.5 and Appendices B and C to: ''
. ]- (jChapter 14 of the Updated FSAR. These analyses indicate that for even large j

breaks with rapid emptying of the pressurizer, the minimum capability for
!

-"
,

i '
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.in,1ection of high concentration.borio acid (oorresponding to the most- f
restrictive single failure in.the centrifugal charging system) is adequate to
control the return to power and to ultimately shut down the reactor.-

h
li

!. For the steam line break sooident, mari == delivery of auxiliary'feedwater
['

flow is conservative because it would effectively ==vinho the RCS oooldown and (the subsequent return to power. Therefore, setting the govemor to 50%, with,

i the resultant reduction in TDAFP flow delivery to the steam generators, should
i not adversely affect the results of the existing analyses. h; |

.

.
. ,

~
.$ |

*

'

' Loss of Normal Feedwater/ Station Blanknut .
, ,

.

;
..a .
.

Loss of normal .feedwater, analyses for the D. .C. Cook Plant are presented rin |
,Section'14.1 9 and Appendix C to Chapter 14 of the Updated FSAR '(Unit 1 and ;

;

I Unit 2); station blackout analyses are presented in Section 14.'1.12 and j |.

'~ Appendix C to Chapter 14 of the Updated.FSAR (Unit 1 and Unit 2).
,

i -

j j
,

2 - ., ,

The postulated loss of normal feedwater (due to pump failures, valve |

malfunctions, etc.), and the loss of all . AC power to the station auxiliaries,.'
-

may result in reduced secondary side ca'pability to remove the heat generated.
i

from the reactor core. For' the loss of normal feediater event, an altornative # , . '

supply of feedwater must be supplied to the unit before the core residual heat. i
leads to primary system water relief from the pressurizer. - For tho' case of ' .

|
!

| , station blackout, natural circulation flow in the RCS following RCP ccastdown,
- i

- in con,1 unction with auxiliary feedwater supply to the steam. generators,. |
| provides sufficient heat removal capability to preclude core damage.. ' ~ ~

'
[ The existing Updated FSAR analyses for these eve ts indicate t' at/th's ,

,
h

| auxiliary feedwater flow delivered to two steam generators by one Motor Driven
| Auxiliary Feedwater Pump (MDAFP) is sufficient to provide the required, heat |

removal capability. Therefore, since no credit has been taken in the analyses
"for the TDAFP flow. setting the governor valve to 505 should have no,effect on

,

the analyses. m -

1
'

. I,' ' '

1-

Feedwater Line Break
, .,
- ',

The postulated feedwater line break event is not a part of the D. 'C. Cook |
*

. ,

Plant. Unit 1 design basis, but has been analyzed for Unit 2 with a minimum
; I

auxiliary feedwater flow rate asstaption. The Unit 2 analysis is presented in . .

Section 14.2.8 of the Updated FSAR. - !'

NS&L has been advised by Westinghouse Electric Corporation (X) that the -

current assumptions include a single failure assumption of one MDAFP, leaving ;

| the other MDAFP and the TDAFP to provide auxiliary feedwater flow to the. steam
generators. Therefore, setting the governor valve to 50% would reduce the

| auxiliary feedvater flow rate below that which is asstmed in the FSAR.
. ,

~

|
<

~ ,
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1 has noted,' however, that other nuclear facilities of similar design and
Llicensed in the same time frame as the D. C. Cook Plant, i.e., Sequoyah Nuclear-

y - Plant and Sales Nuclear Plant, assmo that no auxiliary feedwater flow is
.

,

delivered to the intact steam generators prior to operator action at ten l

minutes. At that time, the operator would be expected .to isolate auxiliary -
feedwater to the faulted _ steam generator and to ensure that auxiliary feedwater |
' was being delivered to the intact steam generators. With an-assumption of ten i

minutes operator action time to restore the TDAFP governor, X believes that the.
feedwater line break would be bounded by the results provided in the Sequoyah -

Nuclear Plant FSAR. Therefore, the consequences presented in the FSAR would
| remain valid. -

X has also noted that the evaluation for Unit 2 is also applicable to Unit'
'

1, although the feedwater line break is not a part of the Unit 1 licensing
basis. The only difflerence noted by X is that the required operator actions
would include isolation of the faulted _ steam generator from the intac.t' steam
generators. This would be required for Unit 1 since the steam line isolation
logic requires a high steam flow signal coincident with the low steam pressure ~ ]
signal. Steam line isolation is needed to assure a sufficient steam supply. ,1
pressure to the TDAFP in order to maintain its function.

.

.

.
.

Based on the above it is believed that setting the governor valve'to'505,
with the attendant reduction in deliverable flow from the'TDAFP to ti" steam
generators, did not adversely impact public health and safety.' -

,

'

J4 :
David A. Medek

. . .

Approved: Md J lh # ' '.
'

/J. G. Feinstein, Manager .
i

Nuclear Safety & Licen. sing Section
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cc: M. P. Alexich .
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